Peace of Mind for the Drive Ahead™
SureDrive™ is a connected car app that gives you insight
into the status of your car – and loved ones driving it.
Now Directly Integrated with Law Enforcement
CrashBoxx™ Instant Crash Alerts
Advanced sensor systems are designed to know when you’ve just hit a bump in the
road, and when it’s something more serious. Trained U.S. based agents can help get
you assistance if needed.1

Tripwire™ Early Warning
Get timely alerts if your car moves when you don’t want it to, like if your vehicle
is towed or stolen. Set the Tripwire with the push of a button.2

Nationwide Stolen Vehicle Recovery
LoJack is here to help if the unthinkable happens. If your vehicle is stolen, a simple
call can help law enforcement quickly locate and track your vehicle.3

Virtual Boundaries
Get notified when a loved one arrives at their destination. Easy set-up, with
timely alerts.4

Speed Alerts
Get notified if a loved one goes faster than they should.

And other features, including Trip History, Where’s My Vehicle, Find Parking and more.
1. The vehicle’s ignition must be on to detect an incident. Response time of law enforcement may vary. 2. Do not approach the vehicle in response to
a theft notification unless you are certain the situation is safe. 3. Response time of law enforcement may vary. 4. Up to ten Virtual Boundaries may
be set at one time.
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SureDrive available through App Store® and Google Play™ store only. Services available only in the United States and may depend on cellular and GPS coverage;
certain functionality may depend on vehicle’s year, make and model. Use is subject to the SureDrive Terms of Use and the SureDrive Privacy Policy. Message and

Scan to watch our
SureDrive video!

data rates may apply. Visit lojack.com/SureDrive for details and limitations.
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